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Raman vs Rayleigh scattering in the soft-x-ray region
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A sharp and intense structure of the core exciton is observed in total photon yield spectra of a cubic BN
crystal at 192 eV, below the transition from the boron 1s level to the conduction-band edge. We have
discovered, however, that the Raman intensity for leaving behind the valence exciton does not show any
enhancement even when the frequency of the incident field crosses the core-exciton level. This comes from the
fact that relative magnitudes among the nonlinear channels depend on the relevant frequency. We analyzed the
Raman spectra taking into account the strong coupling between the core exciton and radiation fields, i.e., the
polariton effect, Rayleigh scattering, and the Auger process.@S0163-1829~97!09335-1#
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Many similar electromagnetic phenomena have been
served over wide frequency ranges. For example, trans
coherent optical effects have been successfully observe
the visible and infrared regions, while these concepts or
nate from the magnetic resonances in microwave frequ
cies. The optical laser is also a typical example, and it is
application of the maser principle to optics. The search
lasers with higher frequencies is now going on. However
is difficult to realize ultraviolet or x-ray lasers under th
present technology because spontaneous emission is
strong to be overcome by stimulated emission in su
higher-frequency regions. This shows that the extension
concepts valid for the visible frequency region to x rays
highly nontrivial. Therefore, we expect that nonlinear optic
responses are also dependent on the selected frequen
well as on the kind of relevant elementary excitations.

Core excitons in semiconductors and insulators have b
studied theoretically1–3 and experimentally4–6 with a number
of models and several measurement methods. Carson
Schnatterly7 found that both the exciton intensity and bin
ing energy could be explained with a Wannier model. R
cently, synchrotron radiation sources and measurement
tems have been improved to the extent that Raman scatte
spectra in the soft-x-ray region,8 and the core-exciton struc
ture in total photon yield~TPY! spectra,9 have been ob-
served. These are usually interpreted by conventional ex
sions of concepts established in the visible frequency reg

A strong core-exciton line is observed very clearly
TPY spectra of cubic BN crystal at 192 eV, below the tra
sition from the boron 1s level to the (2sp3) conduction-band
edge, as shown in Fig. 1. The core exciton differs from
valence exciton in several ways. First, the core exciton h
larger binding energy than the valence exciton. The bind
energy of the core exciton in cubic BN is about 2 eV. A
cordingly, the oscillator strength also has a large val
Therefore, it seems that the core exciton deeply contribu
to various scattering processes of electromagnetic fie
Soft-x-ray emission spectra~SXES! are also observed as
function of pump frequency, ranging from 190 eV to 195 e
in a range about the core-exciton frequency. Observatio
560163-1829/97/56~11!/6384~4!/$10.00
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the Raman signal leaving behind the valance exciton
shown in Fig. 2. The valence exciton, with excitation ener
11.8 eV, is made of the conduction-band (2sp3)c electron
and the valence-band (2sp3)v hole. This signal intensity in-
creases very rapidly when the incident frequencyv1 ap-
proaches the conduction-band edge excitation at theX1 point
from the boron 1s level. Even when, however,v1 crosses the

FIG. 1. ~a! Total photon yield~TPY! spectrum ofcBN at 30 K
in the region of transition to the conduction-band edge from
boron 1s core level.~b! TPY spectrum near the core-exciton fre
quency, which was enlarged from part~a!. A,B,C, . . . ,M denote
the incident frequencies at which soft-x-ray emission spectra
taken as shown in Fig. 2.
6384 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 6385BRIEF REPORTS
core-exciton frequency around 192 eV, the Raman sig
intensity does not increase, although this transition has a
gantic transition-dipole moment. This is in stark contrast
the case of the visible region in which Raman scattering
extremely enhanced at the exciton absorption peak. Her
should be noted that the polariton effects become impor
because the core exciton has the gigantic dipole mom
What is more, it is necessary to take into account other s
tering channels, i.e., Rayleigh scattering, the Auger proc
etc. Although some experimental results show definite co
lations between Raman and Rayleigh scattering, there h
been few theoretical studies on the relation between th
scattering channels. In this paper, taking these mechan
into consideration, we have formulated the resonant Ram
scattering due to the core exciton of cubic BN and analy
the SXES, in particular, to answer the question of why
core exciton does not contribute to Raman scattering.
relative roles of Rayleigh and Raman scattering are also
cussed for the first time in the soft-x-ray region.

Let us now calculate the Raman spectrum due to the c
exciton. For the intermediate states created by an incid
photon v1, the Coulomb attraction between a conductio
band electron and a hole created in the core 1s state of boron
works as the intermediate state interaction and makes t
form a core exciton as well as unbound electron-hole p

FIG. 2. Soft-x-ray emission spectra~SXES! of cBN at 30 K
under excitation from the boron 1s level to just below the conduc
tion band.A,B,C, . . . ,N correspond to pump frequencies denot
in Fig. 1. Thick solid lines describe the theoretical spectra of Ram
scattering leaving behind the valence exciton, and thin lines de
the calculated sum spectra of Raman scattering and luminesce
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states. The final state created by emission of the signal p
ton v2 after absorbing the incident photonv1 consists of a
conduction-band electron aroundX1 and a hole in the va-
lence band aroundX5, and they form the valence exciton
Here the final-state interaction has also been taken into
count. Then we can simplify the Hamiltonian as follows:

H05ua&Ea^au1(
b

ub&Eb^bu1uc&Ec^cu, ~1!

V05(
b

$ub&Vba^au1uc&Vcb^bu1H.c.%. ~2!

Here, H.c. denotes Hermitian conjugate terms. The ini
stateua& consists of a ground stateug& of the crystal with an
energyEg and an incident photon with the frequencyv1

created~annihilated! by B1
† (B1) so that ua&5B1

†ug& and
Ea5Eg1\v1. The final stateuc& consists of the valence
exciton and a scattered photonv2 created byB2

† . Therefore,
Ec5Eexc

v 1\v2. HereEexc
v is the energy of the valence exc

ton. We consider many intermediate statesub& that are virtu-
ally and actually excited by incident photons; that is, t
core-exciton stateub0&5un51s,K0&, higher bound, and un
bound states. Transition matrix elements between statesua&
andub& are denoted byVab . The core exciton with the wave
vector K for the center-of-mass motion has an enhanc
transition dipole moment:

^b0umug&5ANmcore
c f 1s~0!d~K ,K0!, ~3!

where mcore
c is the transition-dipole moment per unit ce

from the boron 1s state to the bottomX1 of the conduction
band with dominant boron 2p components,N is the total
number of unit cells per unit volume, andf 1s(0) is the en-
velope function at the originr50 for the electron-hole rela
tive motion in the 1s state. The electric-dipole approxima
tion is almost satisfied, as it is electric-dipole allowed, a
the size of the unit cell is still smaller than the wavelength
the soft-x-ray region. The relaxation rates of higher bou
and unbound states are so large that the energy separa
between the higher bound states are smeared out and t
fore merge into the unbound states. As a result, the Ell
step is constituted in the absorption spectrum.10 Note that a
macroscopic enhancement ofAN is missing for the
transition-dipole momentVbc between a core exciton and
valence exciton and also for other transition-dipole mome

The core-exciton stateub0& is strongly coupled to the
ground stateug& by the gigantic transition-dipole moment a
stated above. Therefore, first we pick up the terms in Eqs.~1!
and ~2! describing the most strongly coupled levels:

H085ua&Ea^au1ub0&E1s
c ^b0u1ub0&V0^au1ua&V0^b0u,

~4!

with V05Vba for b5core exciton (1s,K0). This is diagonal-
ized under the following transformation:

S ua&

ub&
D 5S cosu sinu

2sinu cosu D S ua&

ub0&
D ~5!

and

n
te
ce.
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H085ua&Ea^au1ub&Eb^bu ~6!

with

Ea,b5~\v11E1s
c !/26A~\v12E1s

c !2/41V0
2, ~7!

cosu5V0 /A~E1s2Eb!21V0
2. ~8!

Now we define the unperturbed HamiltonianH and interac-
tion V as

H5ua&Ea^au1ub&Eb^bu1 (
bÞb0

ub&Eb^bu1uc&Ec^cu,

~9!

V5 (
bÞb0

@ uc&Vcb^bu1ub&Vba$^aucosu2^businu%#

1uc&Vcb0
$^ausinu1^bucosu%1H.c. ~10!

For the time being, we assume the coherence length of
exciton to cover the crystal and neglect other scattering p
cesses, that is, relaxation effects except Raman scatte
The initial density operatorr05ua&^au is also rewritten as

r05cos2uua&^au1sin2uub&^bu2cosusinu$ua&^bu

1ub&^au%. ~11!

Off-diagonal terms can be neglected for stationa
responses11 andr0'cos2uua&^au1sin2uub&^bu.

The Raman scattering spectrumI (v1 ,v2), starting from
the initial statesua& andub&, is evaluated according to Ref
11 and 12. We have the following spectrum:

I ~v1 ,v2!52p (
i 5a,b

U^cuVu i &1 (
bÞb0

^cuVub&^buVu i &
Ei2Eb

U2

3wid~Ec2Ei !, ~12!

where wa5cos2u, wb5sin2u and we have set\51. The
energiesEi and Ec are dependent on the incident and sc
tered photon energiesv1 andv2, respectively. This descrip
tion is justified when the coherence lengthl 0 of the core
exciton is much longer than the wavelengthl0 of incident
light v1. The summation over intermediate states in form
~12! does not include the core-exciton state because the
tial state is a hybrid of the core exciton and the ground s
with an incident photon due to the polariton effect. That
the reason why enhancement does not appear in the Ra
spectra around the core-exciton resonance, while it does
pear around the band-edge excitation.

As a matter of fact, the core exciton suffers from oth
scattering or relaxation channels, for example, Rayleigh s
tering, the Auger process, dephasing relaxation~its rate is
denoted byg8) and so on. Due to these processes, the c
exciton decays into the ground state before Raman scatte
occurs. In formula~12! for Raman scattering those oth
channels are well described by the decay constants as f
none of the other channels is dominant. We denote the
time of core excitons due to Rayleigh scattering and ot
channels by Tcore[(2gc)

21. Taking account of these
dephasing and lifetime effects, the eigenenergy of core e
ton E1s

c should be replaced byE1s
c 1 iGc , whereGc5gc1g8.
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However, the splitting ofEa andEb is not modified because
of the sum rule of oscillator strength. Thus, we use the mo
that the coupled modesEa,b suffer from the dephasing an
lifetime effects proportional to their excitonic componen
i.e., Ea,b are simply replaced byEa,b1 iGa,b with
Ga5Gccos2u and Gb5Gcsin2u. When the relaxation of va-
lence excitonGv is also taken into account, thed-function in
Eq. ~12! is replaced by a Lorentzian form with half-widt
Gv . From the TPY spectrum, the 1s state of the core exciton
is isolated and the higher bound and unbound states co
tute an Elliott step. The summation overbÞb0 ~1s core-
exciton state! corresponds to that over states composing
Elliott step. In order to compare the observed Raman sp
trum with I (v1 ,v2), we approximate the summation ove
bÞb0 by a single contribution withEb5Eedge~the excitation
energy from the boron 1s level to the conduction-band edg
at X1) and introduce a parameterW for products of transition
matrix elements. Then the spectrumI (v1 ,v2) is simplified
into the following form:

I ~v1 ,v2!5H UV0sinu1
Wcosu

Ea~v1!2Eedge
U2

1
2g8

gc
V0

2sin2uJ 2cos2u~Ga1Gv!

~Ea2Eexc
v 2v2!21~Ga1Gv!2

1H UV0cosu2
Wsinu

Eb~v1!2Eedge
U2

1
2g8

gc
V0

2cos2uJ 2sin2u~Gb1Gv!

~Eb2Eexc
v 2v2!21~Gb1Gv!2

.

~13!

Here the luminescence components from thea andb states
are also added because these channels become open
under the presence of dephasingg8.11 These are proportiona
to 2g8/gc and the population of the excited state as given
Eq. ~4.12! of the first part of Ref. 11. Now, we choos
Eedge5194.75 eV,E1s

c 5192.055 eV,Eexc
v 511.8 eV,Gv51

eV, andV0 /W50.1 eV21. These numerical values, with th
exception ofW, are estimated from experimental data.8,9 The
value of W is only an adjustable parameter and this cho
will be discussed later. The values ofV0 andGc we adopted
are consistent with the very small reflectance of the orde
1025–1026 near the core-exciton resonance.13 In order to
evaluateEa,b , Ga,b , and cosu, we useV050.2 eV,Gc50.1
eV, andg8/gc55. We compare the calculated Raman sp
tra with the experimental results in Fig. 2 and the peak
tensities of those Raman spectra are plotted in Fig. 3.
agreement between theory and experiment is excellent
cept at v1.E1s

c . Our theory succeeds in reproducing th
experimental results, namely, that there is no enhanceme
the Raman spectra due to the core exciton in spite of
sharp peak structure in TPY as shown in Fig. 1. In short, t
comes from the fact that the transition dipole moment of c
exciton to valence exciton is much smaller than that to
ground state; in other words, it is due to polariton effects.
addition,W comes from the summation of many intermed
ate states, so that the small value ofV0 /W50.1 eV21 looks
reasonable.
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It is worth noting that the energy splittingV0 at the reso-
nant excitation is not identical to the longitudinal-transve
~LT! splitting DLT :14

V0'Av tDLT

2
, ~14!

where v t denotes the frequency of the transverse excit
Therefore, in the soft-x-ray region, the coupling constantV0
between the core exciton and photon is much larger than

FIG. 3. The peak intensity of Raman scattering as a function
incident frequencyv1. The solid line represents the experimen
values, and dotted and dashed lines represent calculated one
Raman scattering and for the sum of Raman scattering and l
nescence, respectively.
B

l

P

.
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ordinary LT splittingDLT because of the largev t;200 eV.
It is possible that this large coupling constantV0 gives a
splitting in the Raman spectra, but the experimental spe
do not show such a clear splitting because the decay rate
to Rayleigh scattering and the Auger effect is so large. T
means that Rayleigh and other scattering contributions c
not be independent of the Raman spectra and the var
scattering channels are strongly correlated. The large de
rate does not break the polariton effects and the polari
splitting 2V0 is not modified owing to the sum rule of oscil
lator strength. So the formalism using the polariton conce
remains valid in this case. On the other hand, the polari
effect is negligibly small in the gas system of atoms a
molecules, which was not discussed in this paper. Howev
Rayleigh scattering is expected to be much stronger t
Raman scattering in the soft-x-ray region. The competiti
between these channels is one of interesting future probl
in atomic or molecular gases.

We conclude that the enhancement due to the core exc
E1s

c does not appear in the Raman scattering spectra lea
behind the valence exciton because the core exciton is
bridized so strongly to the ground state through its gigan
transition-dipole moment. The polariton concept survives
the soft-x-ray region. Although the polariton splitting is no
clearly observed, the experimental results are well rep
duced by introducing the relaxation due to Rayleigh a
other scattering channels and the frequency-dependent c
petition between Raman and Rayleigh~and other! scattering
channels is revealed.
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